
Meeting summons for
Wednesday 12th of September 2018,

16.15 o’clock, in room FV139

Fysisk fagutvalg

Members

• Møtt: Astrid, Even Tobias, Ivar, Johannes, Edvarda, Fredrik, Jan,
Jonas, Håkon Olav, Marianna, Frøya, Bror (arrived 25 minutes late)

• Ikke møtt: Abdullah, Bror, Oline

• Meldt frafall: Abdullah, Oskar

1 GAD (Approvement of meeting program)

Approved

2 GAR (Approvement of referent)

Approved

3 Supplementation of positions and committees

3.1 Positions to be filled

RealKarriere-representative:
Not filled yet

Evaluation of subjects:
Jonas

Male Education board representative (secondary)
Not filled yet
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Female Education board representative (primary and secondary)
Female primary representative: Frøya
Female secondary representative: Edvarda
Male secondary representative: Fredrik

Local work environment board representative (primary and secondary)
primary: Edvarda
secondary: Jonas

Program board representative for ELITE (primary and secondary) - please
ask around!

3.2 Committees to be filled

Event committee (preferably 2 more members!)
Edvarda

Promotion committee (preferably 2 more members!)
Jan, Jonas

Cabin trip committee (preferably 2 more members!)

Waffle committee (preferably 1 more members!)

4 Mail / Email

Not much to be discussed

5 Meetings

5.1 MNSU

Gathering for all student unions, invitation will be sent this week. At the
27.th of September at the trampoline park.
More discussion on what the professors evaluate the student on on exams,
due to more request from students on justifications for their grades.

6 Events

6.1 Cabin trip

Which cabin?
Want to make it bigger this year. Previous years only the active stu-
dents go on this cabin trip. Abdullah proposed to maybe rent a bigger
cabin, the student cabin.
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Promotion?
When Abdullah is back

6.2 Fysikk i Origo

Fys-for takes the first one this semester, some time in September. In total
four Fysikk i Origo a semester, we arrange two of them.
To find professors we can contact Hilde Lynnebakken.

6.3 Discussion group in physics

Thursday 16.00 o’clock!
Joachim Brodin arranges it. Discuss physics outside the curriculum,
outside of exercises, the meaning of physical terms etc.
If you want to help with the discussion groups you can, and get payed,
contact Astrid and she will contact Joachim Brodin.

6.4 Integral competition

Should start planning early. Should contact the mathematical student union
for more information.

7 Knask

Astrid brings snacks

8 Evt

8.1 FFU snapchat

We have an account that we have not used that much. We started it for
publicity, and for people to see what FFU does. We have not done much of
that.
We can have a quiz on the MyStory. A physical riddle or question, a physics
problem to solve, or a fun fact about Einstein that you have to guess. There
might be a prize for the winner.
Might put the snapchat ID and name on the board in the hallway, so they
can follow.
We should only do this if we want to do this. Do we want to do this?
We can have a slack-chat for the snap-chat maybe, to ask the group if this
is something we wanted to publish.
We agree that we want to use the snapchat more. If someone comes up with
something to post, they can do it. Maybe ask for consent in Slack first. And
do quizes if we have any good questions to include.
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8.2 Pictures of FFU on the board?

Not discussed

8.3 Open FFU office

Not discussed

8.4 Physics breakfast

Not discussed

8.5 Bachelor ceremony

Not discussed

8.6 Do we want to use Slack as our way of communication

Yes! I think everyone voted in favour.

Do we want to give the institute more responsibility?

Next meeting will be the first week of October

8.7 Send your student-card number to Astrid, and she will
give you extra permission in the physics building.
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